Crawler-based search engines are the mostly used search engines among web and Internet users , involve web crawling, storing in database, ranking, indexing and 
database with a database which contains results of exclusive web-based crawling. Exclusive crawler can act as an exe file, a web site, a php code or a Toolbar for webmasters.
1.Architecture of Common Web Crawlers
Main functions of a crawler include downloading web pages, extracting links of each page and following those links. It is also used in web page information processing such as page data mining and email address caning by spammers. [4] But what we consider here is application of crawlers in crawler-based search engines.
A crawler can be divided into two parts: the Spider and the Crawl Manager. [1] Spider (or Crawler or Robot) is a software the function of which is to search and collect data required by the search engines. [18] The Spider checks different pages, reads their contents, downloads them, follows links, stores and saves required data and finally makes them accessible for other parts of the search engine. [2] Another important part of a Crawler is the Crawl Manager which software (like the Spider) but it manages and commands the Spider. It specifies pages to be reviewed by the Spider. Each of these parts is explained below:
1.1. The Spider: In fact a Spider or a Robot is a program (in a common programming languages) responsible for the most primary function. The program is composed of various parts which generally quest web pages and store them in the database, then go to other pages and repeat the procedure. [13] The Spider must quest all available links as web pages contain links to other pages, whether an internal link to their own page or an external link to other pages. [3] If a link is already quested, it will not be quested again. [4] [3] Therefore, there is the need to have a data structure that checks this condition. This data structure is irrelevant to the present paper, thus it is not discussed here.
Spider designers optimize the Spider by optimization methods and using time analysis algorithms so that it crawls in the least time with the highest efficiency. There are various optimization algorithms available among which are the Genetic Algorithm [9] and Spreading Activation [10] [11] Algorithm. Implementation of each algorithm has certain characterizations relative to the Spider's function. In general, the overall form of a a Spider is as Figure 1 . Obviously a Spider can not quest the whole web. Therefore, each search engines needs several (perhaps tens, hundreds or even thousands) Spiders. Moreover, a searcher can be made in a way in which every Spider crawls a certain part of the web. The more Spiders are recruited, the more up-to-date information is expected to enter the database. [4] [21] The Manager must be implemented in a manner that does not interrupt Spiders. Also, it has to divide a general list to several smaller ones based on which a certain number of pages are being quested in a particular time period. On the other hand, the Manager is responsible for time categorization of Spiders it has to specify conditions. Each Spider has an exclusive and specific queue which differs from that of the Manager. The Spider, each time, picks an element from Manager's queue and puts that in its own queue. If there is a link in the web page being quested, it is added to the end of the queue. Hence, it is likely for Manager's queue to be composed of hundred and even thousands of elements. Figure2 displays its structure. 
General Objectives of a Spider Manager
Now we need and algorithm to make Spiders concurrent in the best and most optimized manner. The planned algorithm must possess some certain features. It must:
1) Define the function of each Robot. 2) Determine the time interval to crawl a certain web page. 3) Specify crawling operations strategy. Some crawlers determine the strategy based on page importance and some others based on page changes.
[8] 4) Divide entering queue in way that each proper number of links being allocated to each Robot. In fact, every Robot takes an appropriate share of the web. 5) In order to be optimized there must be no overlap in Robots' operation. That is, a link must be checked by several Robots. To meet this need the quest of each links should be checked with a certain ID in the database.
[5] 6) Spiders must run simultaneously through "multi-threading programming". Web crawler is usually composed of some threads which work concurrently. Every thread has a specific function and is planned for certain addresses. Hence, more pages are being searched and searching time reduces. "Surface Tree Crawling" is the best method for this goal. Multithreading must be accomplished in a way that the host does not encounter an overload as a result of demand abundance. [7] 
Problems facing Spiders and crawling operations
Obviously, Spiders face a huge mass of problems while questing the large-scale information on the web. One of these problems is the huge and increasing number of web pages. This rapid growth in the number of web pages makes search engines in trouble in updating information in their databases. [14] Since there is higher demand for crawling operation and a sensible increase is observed in the number of Spiders. It is always likely for some pages to be not crawled or a web site's changes are not presented to users. [20] [19]
Web Exclusive Spider
Exclusive crawler (spider) is a program written in a programming language which is implemented by webmasters (and not search engines) makes responsible for their own site's crawling functions. In fact, it averts the huge mass of processes from search engines and gives webmasters small and insignificant responsibilities.
The exclusive crawler possesses a simpler structure in comparison with search engine crawlers. As mentioned earlier, search engine crawlers are responsible for questing a web page. If there is a link from site A to site B, then the site B must also be quested. But the exclusive does not quest the site found in links and just crawls the host. The comparison between these two procedures is shown in Figure 3 . 
Designing an Exclusive Spider and its Implementation
Like search engine spiders, exclusive spiders are also composed of some basic functions but there are some differences which are explained:
4.1.1-Input Function: this function receives the entering queue of links and quests them sequentially. In fact, they receive every element in the list (which is a link) as an entry. The first field in this list includes the first page of the website. Next fields are filled with various pages of the same site. Then, it connects to the Internet, goes to the address and crawls its components (HTML tags). The most basic and fundamental responsibility of a Spider is summarized in this function. Its pseudo code is as follows:
While (List Is Not Empty) Get First Member of the list which is Homepage of the Website Delete it from List Get the components of URL Go To Parser Function () Go To Follower Function () Back to While
It must be noted that every web site has a part called "robots.text" (to access to this part one can add /robots.text to the end of web site address). This part is identified by Robots' output standard or protocol name and is specified by administrators. This protocol is search engine specific and allows access to the considered web site. [1] There is a function in the structure of current crawlers as checker function. It receives the link from input and enters Robots page and goes to the next step if search permission is available. Otherwise, it can not quest the site. This permission is embodied in the "User-Agent" part of Robots page. [15] If a site does not permit a Robot to access, Spider should not check it and has to receive another input from the queue.
Since the exclusive Spider in single-purpose and is designed for its won host site, there is no need to a function with the same performance. If the webmaster wants some parts to be excluded from final results of a search engine (and not saved in the database) he should not crawl that part. There are some configurations to optimize saving the whole page by which the Spider only saves the first 1/3 of the site in the database since most search terms are traceable in them. [6] 
4.1.2-Parser

Get Different Parts from Parser Function () Save Them into Database
For instance, a part of a database We have designed includes following fields and my exclusive crawler saves pages in its Parser with the order in Figure 4 . 
4.1.4-Follower Function:
The function identifies internal links in page (if any) and adds them to the end of input list to be crawled. Therefore, the input queue becomes longer every moment to the extent that all links are being checked. Hence, there is no need to have conditions to avoid overload.
But if there is a link to other web sites, it must not be crawled in the exclusive crawler. In fact, the exclusive crawler is not responsible for it. Thus, we expect a more rapid crawling than search engine crawlers since they lack such a limitation. The overall algorithm of the implemented Spider is as Figure 5 . 
Exclusive Crawl Manager
Similar to search engine Spider managers having command to coordinate, control and make concurrent Spiders it is possible to design an exclusive spider which manages and command several exclisuve Spiders. This is done for big sites in order to facilitate crawlinf procedure since it is time consuming to crawl big sites with a single Spider.
An overview of Exclusive Crawler
Using exclsuive crawlers significantly reduces search engine servers' overload in crawling operation. Although application of search engine crawlers (to crawl big sites such as Wikipedia or old sites not updated for a long time) is observed, but this does not meet active webmasters' expectations of information update in search engine database and show the results to users. The webmaster must spend a long time on crawling by exclusive crawler but the updated information is seen in the search engine database shortly after update process is finished.
The exclusive crawler can run as an exe file, a php code or a toolbar for the webmaster. Whenever he updates his site he can crawl once to put updated data in the database (obviously this database differs from those in which memebrs' infromation and specifications are held. In fact, crawling data is saved in a table in the section of site's files). In the identical conditions it is obvious that the exclusive crawler is faster than the normal one.
Since the exclusive crawler:
• Only searches in its own web site and lack a Follower Function to add and crawl external links.
• Lacks access checker function to check Robots.txt and authority to access is awarded by the webmaster.
• Each site's database is smaller than that of the search engine and there is no need to a complicated algorithm to avoid saving sites, pages, keywords, etc.
6.Conclusion
Application of exclusive web-based crawler is a proper method to sve correct and applied information in search engine database and consequently displaying data relevant to users' demand since in this method the webmaster himself gives his site's information to the search engine database. This method has some advantages including: information is up-to-date (because of database update by the webmaster as any changes occure), deleted pages are not saved and consequently no 404 error is displayed and crawling overload declines on the side of search engine servers. Using these crawlers meets search engine useres' expectations to gain better results for their queries and webmasters' expectation to see their sites in search engine results.
